Abstract. Dynamic Contrast Enhance-Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) has proved to be a useful tool for diagnosing mass-like breast cancer. For non-mass-like lesions, however, no methods applied on DCE-MRI have shown satisfying results so far. The present paper uses the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to extract tumor enhancement curves which are more exact than manually or automatically chosen regions of interest (ROIs). By analysing the different tissue types contained in the voxels of the MR image, we can filter out noise and define lesion related enhancement curves. These curves allow a better classification than ROI or segmentation methods. This is illustrated by extracting features from MRI cases and determining the malignancy or benignity by support vector machines (SVMs). Next to this classification by kinetic analysis, ICA is also used to segment tumorous regions. Unlike in standard segmentation methods, we do not regard voxels as a whole but instead focus our analysis on the actual tissue types, and filter out noise. Combining all these achievements we present a complete workflow for classification of malignant and benign lesions providing helpful support for the fight against breast cancer.
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Introduction
To run a chance of surviving breast cancer it is uttermost important to discover malignant tumors at an early stage. Deaths by breast cancer are highly reduced by early treatment. In his fundamental publication "Signs In MR-Mammography" Werner A. Kaiser states: "If we had a diagnostic method that enabled us to detect and remove all breast cancers 5 to 10 mm in size, we could practically eliminate breast cancer deaths" [12] . Methods able to diagnose even very small lesions play an important role in the fight against breast cancer. Dynamic Contrast Enhanced-Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) is a very useful tool for such methods. It allows analyzing tissue by reference to blood flow. Enhancement curves representing the change in blood flow are obtained from DCE-MRI and help to differentiate between malignant and benign lesions. Research has demonstrated the high relevance of enhancement curves for mass-like lesions [17, 11] . However, this method has not yet proven successful for the assessment of non-mass-like lesions [10] . This may be due to the fact that it is common use to obtain an enhancement curve from the mean enhancement of a selected area, the region of interest (ROI). However, the chosen ROI is taken from an area inside the lesion that shows the strongest enhancement. There might be cases where it does not sufficiently represent the whole lesion. This is especially relevant for non-mass-like lesions which show a very diffuse structure that is hard to separate from normal body tissue. Instead, mass-like lesions show a compact, mass-like structure, hence the name. The disadvantages of the standard ROI selection represent the main motivation for applying the independent component analysis (ICA) to enhancement curves obtained from DCE-MRI. The goal is to extract curves that represent different tissue structures and, thus, to obtain tumor curves that represent tumorous tissue better than a manually selected ROI or automatic segmentation. MRI voxels represent 3-dimensional cubes of different tissue types. ICA allows to differentiate various tissue types in a single MRI voxel. Overall, the application of ICA on DCE-MRI refines the extraction of 
